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A BSTRACT
The paper presents a theoretical investigation of the impact of individual electron and hole dynamics on the
photovoltaic characteristics of InAs/GaAs quantum dot solar cells. The analysis is carried out by exploiting a model
which includes a detailed description of QD kinetics within a drift-diffusion formalism. Steady-state and transient
simulations show that hole thermal spreading across the closely spaced QD valence band states allows to extract the
maximum achievable photocurrent from the QDs; on the other hand, slow hole dynamics turns QDs into efficient
traps, impairing the short circuit current despite the extended light harvesting provided by the QDs.
I. I NTRODUCTION
The use of quantum dots (QDs) in III-V solar cells is an attractive technology to enhance the power conversion
efficiency of single- and multi-junction solar cells through bandgap and carrier dynamics engineering. Reported
InAs/GaAs QD solar cells (QDSC) have generally shown a limited improvement of the short circuit current density
(Jsc ) together with a degradation of the open circuit voltage (Voc ), that have allowed a marginal improvement, at
the best, of the power conversion efficiency with respect to the bulk counterpart [1]. Recently, promising results
have been demonstrated through n-type doping of QDs either in terms of Voc recovery [2]–[4] and Jsc enhancement
[5]. Such improvements rely on different and possibly concomitant mechanisms, depending also on device structure
and material quality, such as the reduction of recombination through mid-gap states, the increase of sub-bandgap
photogeneration and/or collection, the suppressed capture and increased carrier lifetime in the QDs. The overall
scope of experimental results on both undoped and doped cells suggests that the actual device performance is the
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result of a complex interplay between carrier transport processes in the host GaAs material, carrier capture in the
wetting layer (WL), and carrier intersubband dynamics in the QDs.
However, while a significant amount of experimental and theoretical works has focused on the investigation of
carrier dynamics in QD lasers and semiconductor optical amplifiers [6], [7], [8], less effort has been put on studying
carrier dynamics in QD solar cells, with emphasis on evaluating carrier lifetime in QD states [4] and carrier escape
mechanisms [9]. Capture dynamics and intersubband processes in the cell under forward bias still remain to be
investigated. In QD lasers, the QD carrier dynamics is mainly driven by efficient carrier-carrier scattering processes
thanks to the accumulation of carriers in the WL state [8]; this process gives different time scales for the electron
and hole dynamics (with holes in general faster than electrons) and, for this reason, most of the models currently
used for QD lasers include independent electron and hole rate equations to describe the desynchronized dynamics of
carriers [10]. The situation is different when dealing with QD solar cells: in this case just a small density (compared
to the laser case) of e-h pairs is present in the QD confined states or in the WL because of the low photogeneration
rate; thus, carrier-carrier scattering cannot be considered as a driving mechanism for carrier dynamics and other
physical processes, such as multiphonon interaction [11], must be called for. Finally, it is still to be understood if, in
these almost empty QDs, the photogenerated electron and hole follow an independent and desynchronized dynamics
supported by multiphonon processes, or if it would be more realistic assuming the dynamics of the correlated e-h
pair considered as an exciton [12] [13]. Concerning QD lasers, the assumption of separate e-h dynamics or of
exciton dynamics leads to quite different calculated laser performance as analysed in detail in [13].
In this contribution we present a simulation study of the photovoltaic performance of typical GaAs-based QDSCs
aimed at understanding how the difference between electron and hole capture and relaxation dynamics affect the
cell performance. Simulation results obtained under the hypothesis of separate electron and hole dynamics and
of exciton dynamics are compared in terms of their impact on collection efficiency and open circuit voltage. The
analysis is carried out by exploiting an ad hoc developed simulation tool that couples a drift-diffusion transport
model with a detailed description of photogeneration and carrier kinetics in the QDs [14].
The paper is organized as follows: in Section II we briefly introduce the numerical model, in Section III we
present and discuss the simulation results, and in section IV we draw the conclusions.
II. M ODEL OVERVIEW
The detailed description of the modelling approach is reported in [14]; we briefly summarize here the most
relevant concepts and we refer to [14] for all the details of the model equations. Fig. 1a shows the typical structure
of an InAs/GaAs solar cell: N QD layers are grown in the intrinsic GaAs region between the p-type emitter and
the n-type rear contact with the aim of extending the harvesting of the solar spectrum beyond the GaAs energy
gap. The present formulation applies to uncoupled QD layers, wherein tunneling between QD layers is negligible.
As shown in the schematic of Fig. 1b, this structure can be analysed with a 1D model that includes a drift-diffusion
description of the bulk material and a set of phenomenological rate-equations (REs) for the QDs. QDs are modeled
as a three-level system, including ground state (GS), excited state (ES), and WL state. The WL state, in particular,
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accounts for both the continuum-like QD upper states and the actual 2-D energy state due to the thin wetting layer.
The REs include the photogeneration in WL, ES and GS states, the electron and hole capture from the GaAs barrier
into the WL state, the cascade relaxation process in the ES and GS, the escape to the higher energy states and
the recombination in the WL and confined states. These intersubband electron and hole dynamics are modeled by
characteristic scattering times (i.e. capture, relaxation and escape time constants). In general, the carrier escape from
the QDs to the barrier may be promoted by three main processes, namely thermal excitation, tunneling, and infrared
(IR, at intersubband wavelengths) photon absorption. At room temperature, the escape by IR optical excitation is
likely negligible with respect to the thermal and tunneling processes [15]. The escape of holes, due to their shallow
confinement, is essentially thermally-driven, whereas a more complex picture may underlie the electrons escape.
In fact, thermal escape is usually dominant for the escape from GS, whereas tunneling can be significant for the
higher energy states under high electric fields, on the order at least of a few tens of kV/cm as reported e.g. in
[9,16]. Clearly, the relative strength of thermal-assisted or tunneling-assisted mechanisms on the escape rate is very
dependent on the QD energy levels and device structure as well. For the relatively small QDs considered in the
following discussion tunneling turns to be negligible in the assumed operating conditions. Thus, in the simulations
only thermal-assisted escape has been considered. In this case, the thermal escape time constant (from state k to
higher energy state j) is connected to the capture time constant by the detailed balance at thermal equilibrium:
e,h
τESC,k→j
=

Nke,h
Nje,h

e,h
τCAP,j→k
exp

e,h
∆Ejk

kB T

!
.

(1)

e,h
e,h
being Nk,j
the electron/hole density of states in the j, k states, ∆Ejk
the electron/hole energy separation between
e,h
the two states in the conduction/valence band and τCAP,j→k
the capture (or relaxation) time constant. Capture and

relaxation time constants are set in a phenomenological way, by comparison with experimental results [14].
III. R ESULTS AND D ISCUSSION
Simulations were carried out on a pin stucture with 500 nm intrinsic region embedding 20 QD layers, placed in
the center of the i region and equally spaced by about 23 nm. QD density per layer is 6 × 1010 cm−2 . The p-type
emitter is made by a 50 nm p+ GaAs contact layer with doping density of 5 × 1018 cm−3 and a 100 nm p GaAs
layer with doping density 1 × 1018 cm−3 . The 500 nm i-region is separated from the 300 nm n+ GaAs contact
layer by a 50 nm intrinsic GaAs buffer layer. A refererence bulk GaAs cell is also considered, with the same pin
geometry and doping levels as above. The InAs QDs have GS absorption centered at 1.13 eV with FWHM due to
inhomogenous brodening of 38 meV. Inter-level spacings [∆E B-WL , ∆E WL-ES ,∆E ES-GS ] are [140, 62 ,70] meV for
the conduction band, and [28, 16, 16] meV for the valence band. Full details on QD structure and optical absorption
spectra are reported in [14]. The bulk model accounts for radiative and Shockley-Read-Hall (SRH) recombination,
and carrier velocity saturation according to the Caughey-Thomas model [17]. Standard GaAs material parameters
were used [18]. In particular, 10 ns for the SRH lifetimes, and 2.0 × 10−10 cm3 s−1 for the radiative recombination
rate. The energy band diagram at short circuit, under 1-sun AM1.5G illumination, is sketched in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 1. (a) Sketch of the typical InAs/GasAs QDSC structure with N InAs QD layers in the intrinsic GaAs base. (b) Conceptual sketch of the
1D model (along the cutline in Fig. 1) in [14]: sun illumination is on p-side; the photo-generation in the barrier (GB
ph ) creates electron and hole
pairs that move towards the contacts by drift-diffusion (blue arrows) or can be captured in the QDs (red arrows). Captured or photogenerated
) QD carriers can escape to higher energy states (green arrows) or relax to lower energy states (red arrows), where they may also
(GWL,ES,GS
ph
recombine.

We have analysed the cell performance under two different assumptions for the intersubband carrier dynamics.
In the first case, we assume that intersubband electron and hole dynamics are completely uncoupled and that the
hole capture and relaxation time constants (and thus also the escape times in (1)) are much faster than the electron
ones [14]. We refer to this model as the separate e-h dynamics model. The assumption of hole dynamics faster than
electron dynamics can be supported by pump-probe experiments carried out in QD-SOAs in the absorption regime
[19] and therefore in an operating condition similar to the one of QDSCs, i.e. when the QDs are almost empty of
carriers and carrier dynamics is not dominated by carrier-carrier scattering mechanism. Electron capture times, as
extracted from experimental results [14], are assumed as 0.3 ps from bulk to WL states and 1 ps for capture from
WL to ES as well as for relaxation from ES to GS states. Hole capture and relaxation time constants are assumed
to occur on a scale of 0.1 ps (about one order of magnitude faster than electrons) in agreement with the results
reported in [19]. In the second case, we follow a more simplified approach assuming that hole dynamics mirrors the
electron dynamics (with electron time constants set as in the separate e-h dynamics); we refer to this model as the
exciton model [13]. This hypothesis can also be considered as the limiting case when the hole and electron dynamics
are similar, as predicted in [20] for shallow QDs. The calculated photovoltaic performance for the two case studies
are summarized in Table I, where we report the Jsc and Voc under 1-sun AM1.5G illumination, the short-circuit
current density, JscQD , obtained when only QD photogeneration takes place (i.e. filtering out the part of the solar
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spectrum absorbed by the GaAs) and the difference, ∆Jsc , between the short circuit current density of the QD cells
with respect to the reference cell. The J-V characteristics calculated under different illumination conditions for the
separate e-h dynamics model are shown in Fig. 3, together with the J-V of the reference cell. The separate e-h
dynamics model predicts that the inclusion of the QD layers is beneficial in increasing the achievable short-circuit
current: ∆Jsc is positive and nearly equal to the contribution JscQD evaluated under filtered sunlight. This one, in
turn, is verified to be very close to the integrated QD photogeneration rate, i.e. the collection efficiency of QD
photogenerated carriers is almost unitary, and the small value of JscQD is due to the weak optical absorption of the
QD layers [14]. This suggests that, in the separate e-h dynamics case, at short-circuit, all the QD photogenerated
carriers can thermally escape out of the QDs and fully contribute to the short-circuit current, while capture and
recombination of bulk carriers through the QDs is extremely small. In contrast, the exciton model predicts a reduced
Jsc of the QD cell with respect to the reference one (∆Jsc < 0), even though the QD contribution only, JscQD , is
still significant. This points out a behavior dominated by the capture in the QDs of the photogenerated bulk carriers
followed by recombination. The point is further evidenced by analyzing the amount of the different carrier loss
processes taking place within the intrinsic region, according to the adopted dynamic model. To this aim, Fig. 4
reports the equivalent recombination currents, calculated by integrating the recombination in the QDs and in the
GaAs across the intrinsic region, as a function of the voltage, which spans from the short circuit to the Voc of each
case. It is worth to note that in the present devices, recombination through QDs (RQD ) is the predominant carrier
loss process compared to recombination in the barrier (Rbulk ). Rbulk is dominated by the SRH recombination, and it
is slightly affected by the introduction of the QDs, since these change the bulk carrier distribution and the electric
field profile already at thermal equilibrium [21]. At short circuit, the exciton dynamics case features recombination
loss in the QDs one order of magnitude larger than the separate e-h dynamics case, thus causing the observed
degradation of Jsc . The impairment of the achievable Jsc is also coupled to a significant degradation of the Voc .
Finally, looking at the external quantum efficiency (EQE) spectra in Fig. 5, we may observe nearly identical
collection efficiency of bulk photogenerated carriers between the reference cell and the QDSC one under the
separate e-h dynamics hypothesis. In contrast, the EQE of the QD sample under the exciton dynamics hypothesis
demonstrates degradation of the collection efficiency throughout all the wavelength spectrum. In the first case, the
QDSC Jsc is the result of a spectral additivity between the GaAs and the QD photogeneration, while in the second
case the obtained Jsc results from a balance between the QD induced recombination loss of bulk photogenerated

TABLE I
S UMMARY OF SIMULATED J-V CHARACTERISTICS .
Jsc [mA/cm2 ]
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QD
Jsc
[mA/cm2 ]

∆Jsc , [mA/cm2 ]

Voc [V]

reference cell

18.75

—–

—–

0.91

QDSC, separate e/h dynamics

19.3

0.62

0.55

0.83

QDSC, exciton dynamics

17.8

0.55

-0.95

0.63
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carriers and extended light harvesting. Additive effects on Jsc have been measured for example in [2,22] in line
with the results obtained with the separate e-h dynamics model, whereas a non-additive behaviour more similar to
the one predicted by the exciton model has been reported in [5].
The above results show that in the separate e-h dynamics case, despite the slow electron dynamics, high collection
efficiency is possible thanks to the fast dynamics of holes, as further discussed in the following on the basis of a
time-domain analysis. In particular, we study the transient evolution of the net escape rate from QDs, after the turn
on of QD photogeneration, assuming that the QDs are placed in a depleted barrier. Time domain simulations were
carried out within a simplified model wherein the spatial distribution of carriers is neglected (i.e. the drift-diffusion
and Poisson equations are discarded) and the QD REs are solved by modeling the effect of the barrier transport
by an equivalent sweep-out rate (see the conceptual sketch in the inset of Fig .6a) that accounts for the rate at
which the photogenerated carriers escaping from the QDs to the barrier, are removed by the electric field from the
QD capture region [23]. Since the most important mechanism driving the cell performance is the carrier exchange
between the WL state and the barrier, we report here the REs used in the time-domain analysis (the superscripts
e, h identify electrons and holes, respectively):
dne,h
B
dt

= −

dne,h
WL
dt

=

ne,h
ne,h
ne,h
WL
B
+ e,h
− e,hB
e,h
τcap
τesc
τsweep-out

(2)

ne,h
ne,h
e,h
WL
B
−
− RWL,relax
+ GWL,ph − RWL,rec
e,h
e,h
τcap
τesc

(3)

e,h
where ne,h
is the barrier carrier density in the capture region around the QD
WL is the WL carrier density and nB

layer; the carrier rate equations for the ES and GS are the same as in [14]. The right hand terms in (2) represent
the carrier capture from the barrier to the WL state, the carrier thermal escape from the WL to the barrier, and
the carrier sweep-out, respectively. In (3), the last three terms on the right hand side account for the net carrier
e,h
relaxation rate from the WL to the ES, (RWL,relax
, equal to the relaxation to ES minus the thermal escape from ES),

the photogeneration rate in the WL (GWL,ph ), and the carrier loss due to recombination (RWL,rec ), respectively.
In Fig .6 we analyse the time evolution of the net escape, sweep-out and recombination rates in the two cases
of a) sweep-out time faster than the capture one, b) sweep-out time slower than the capture one. The first case is
representative of QDs placed in a region characterized by high electric field, where carriers are quickly removed
by drift, as typically is under short circuit operation for (the most of) QDs placed in the base. The second case
is representative of forward bias operation, due to the reduction of the electric field, and of QDs placed close
to the highly doped contact regions (wherein carrier injection flatten the quasi-Fermi levels, thus reducing the
average carrier velocity). As shown in Fig. 6(a), when the sweep-out rate is assumed faster than the capture rate,
photogenerated holes (escaping out of the QDs faster than the electrons) are quickly removed from the QD region.
As a consequence, only a small fraction of holes remains around the QDs and can be re-captured in the QDs. It
turns out that the QDs are almost empty of holes and the slower WL electrons find no holes to recombine with.
For this reason carrier recombination inside the QDs is negligible and at steady state (t > 10µs in Fig. 6a) the
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net escape rate out of the QDs for both electrons and holes approaches the photogeneration rate. Therefore, in
short circuit, all the QD photogenerated pairs will escape out of the QDs and will contribute to the cell current;
in the same way, carriers photogenerated in the GaAs barrier and captured in the QDs will not be lost thanks
to the hole fast escape. On the contrary, as shown in Fig. 6b, when the sweep-out rate gets smaller, the holes
accumulated in the barrier are not removed fast enough, holes are recaptured in the QDs, quickly relax to the GS
and finally recombine with electrons; in this case the dominant recombination is indeed in the GS. The steady state
condition (t > 150µs in Fig. 6b) shows that the sweep-out rates of electrons and holes approach a value of about
half of the photogeneration rate, whereas the rest of the photogenerated e-h pairs are lost by recombination in the
QDs. This explains the reduction of the QD contribution to the photocurrent as the voltage increases as well as it
evidences the main cause of the Voc degradation: when the hole sweep-out rate decreases and becomes comparable
to the hole capture, barrier (photogenerated) holes will be re-captured in the QDs promoting the recombination
of photogenerated (barrier) electrons, i.e. QDs turn into recombination centers for bulk photogenerated carriers. In
summary, this qualitative analysis highlights that the bulk sweep-out rate (that depends on the competition between
the carrier drift driven by the electric field and the carrier diffusion from the contacts) is the key parameter that
controls the QD capacity of enhancing the cell current.
Taking advantage of physics-based simulations, we can evaluate the detailed behavior of each QD layer depending on its position across the cell. Fig. 7 compares the spatial distribution of photogeneration, net escape and
recombination at short circuit and full sunlight, for the separate e-h and the exciton dynamics models. It turns
out that QDs placed in the middle of the intrinsic region (almost depleted of carriers and characterized by a high
electric field) show efficient extraction of photogenerated carriers in both cases, albeit an increase of recombination
through QDs is observed in the exciton case. On the other hand, the very difference appears in the QDs placed near
the highly doped regions: here, under the exciton hypothesis, the slower hole dynamics turns QDs into efficient
traps for the bulk photogenerated carriers. In fact, the holes photogenerated in the QDs or captured from the bulk
can escape the QDs with a slow time constant of hundreds of picoseconds (the same as the electrons) and the
escape process competes with the recombination process occurring on a similar time scale. As a consequence, we
observe an increase (with respect to the separate e-h dynamics model) of hole population in the QDs of at least
two order of magnitude throughout all the base: at the p-side QDs are filled by holes diffusing from the contact
causing recombination of bulk photogenerated electrons; at the n-side the electron filled QDs easily capture and
recombine the bulk photogenerated holes. Obviously the more critical layers, in terms of degradation of collection
efficiency, will be those close to the illuminated emitter layers, where photogeneration is higher. Thus, the EQE in
Fig. 5 shows a penalty across the whole GaAs spectrum, with larger degradation in the shorter wavelength range
(λ < 700 nm), which is dominated by the layers closer to the p-emitter. The overall picture suggests that for the
analyzed devices, QD doping may be expected to cause a degradation of the short-circuit current density, more
significant for p-type doping than for n-type doping, in agreement with experimental results in [2] [4].
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IV. C ONCLUSIONS
We have discussed how the intersubband electron and hole dynamics affect the QDSC performance in terms of
Jsc improvement and Voc degradation. We have shown that the hypothesis of independent dynamics for electrons
and holes (with holes faster than the electrons) predicts improved Jsc , thanks to the efficient contribution of the QD
layers, in line with the experimental results reported e.g. in [2,22]. On the contrary, the hypothesis that the hole
dynamics mirrors the electron dynamics predicts a significant degradation of both Jsc and Voc due to the inclusion of
the QD layers, in line with the experimental results reported in [5] for undoped QDSC. These examples demonstrate
the importance of quantifying the QD intersubband dynamics in the cell under forward bias and various illumination
conditions. This understanding may also turn useful to find out how the doping of the intrinsic region or of the
QDs can tailor the cell efficiency via modification of the carrier dynamics.
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Fig. 2. Calculated energy band diagram at V =0 under 1-sun AM1.5G illumination. The QD quasi-Fermi levels (EFn,QD ,EFp,QD ) refer to the
WL state.

Fig. 3. Simulated J-V characteristics of the QDSC assuming separate e-h dynamics, under full AM1.5G illumination (solid line) and under
filtered (λ >870) illumination. The J-V of the reference cell is also shown, highlighting the almost perfect spectral additivity of bulk and QD
currents at short-circuit.
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Fig. 5. Calculated EQE spectra of reference cell and QDSC cell for both the separate e-h dynamics model and the exciton model.
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Fig. 6. Time domain analysis of the escape rate from the QDs, sweep-out and recombination rates after the turn-on of QD illumination at
e,h
e,h
t = 0. The analysis is done by considering (a) sweep-out time faster than the capture time: τsweep-out
/τcap
= 0.1 and (b) sweep-out time slower
e,h
e,h
than the capture time: τsweep-out
/τcap
= 100. The photogeneration rate is indicated by the black line; the red and blue lines indicate the net
e,h
e,h
e,h
escape rate of electrons and holes from the WL to the barrier (i.e. ne,h
WL /τesc − nB /τcap ). Notice that the net escape rates overlap with the
e,h
sweep-out rates (ne,h
B /τsweep-out ). The green line is the total recombination rate calculated as the sum of the recombination in the WL, ES and

GS. For the case in (b) this rate is dominated by GS recombination.
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Fig. 7. Spatial distribution of bulk photogeneration (blue line) and QD photogeneration (black circles), net escape (RESC − RCAP > 0 red
upside triangles, RESC − RCAP < 0 red downside triangles), and recombination rates through the QD states (RGS RES RWS , green symbols)
for the separate e-h dynamics model (a) and for the excitonic model (b). Volumic rates for QD states correspond to surface rates normalized
by 1 nm.
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